Aram Boyd is a leadership facilitator, consultant and coach, with over 30 years of experience in corporate learning and development. He has worked with thousands of leaders in business, government and nonprofit organizations, in the US and abroad.

He is a sought-after keynote speaker with a background in corporate sales and marketing. Aram helps clients master the art and science of delivering powerful, compelling and influential communications.

Aram is also deeply versed in a variety of personality style assessments and has helped thousands of people better understand themselves. He helps his clients leverage their natural strengths and learn to flex their behavior to get better results from their working relationships at all levels.

He is a skilled and engaging facilitator, with expertise in Leadership, Team Development, Communication and Interpersonal Skills, Performance Coaching, Giving and Receiving Feedback, Public Speaking and Presentation Skills, and Conflict Resolution.

Aram’s open, warm and engaging style gets clients out of their comfort zones, so they can challenge themselves, gain insights and learn to change their behavior, and become more effective. His humor and authenticity make the process of personal growth a fun and rewarding experience.

Aram has a B.A. in Instructional Design and Training from New College of California. He also holds the Certified Speaking Professional designation, the highest earned award from the National Speakers Association.

He is skilled in the Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), the DiSC Personality Profile, the Personal Styles Indicator, the Thomas-Kilmann Conflict Mode Indicator, 360 Feedback tools, and is a certified instructor of the Crucial Conversations Conflict Resolution course.

Aram is a native of the San Francisco Bay Area, where he lives with his wife and son. He enjoys biking, blogging, skiing and playing jazz and funk in several local bands.
CLIENT TESTIMONIALS

Aram is an exceptional leadership coach. Aram helped put together a first-time, two day leadership program focused on high-performing teams for my group. From the beginning of our engagement, I was distinctly impressed with his inclination to listen first and his ability to ask very insightful questions to understand our needs before proposing changes. He willingly spent days and hours working with me individually creating the pedagogy of the event.

During the event, as well, his Socratic approach helped get the team involved more, bringing more topics up for discussion. The team, with over 100 years of collective leadership experience, felt very enthusiastic about the program, but the real differentiator is the fact that the team was able to internalize the topics we discussed and are already making tremendous progress on the changes we agreed to. I credit Aram for that, 100%.

— Kaushik Narayanu, NVIDIA